As you come in, quietly complete the following...

- Take and complete your warmup
- Turn it into the tray
- Get your binder from the shelf
The Movement of People

6th Grade Social Studies
6.Ge.7: Explain political, environmental, social and economic factors that cause the movement of people, products and ideas in the Eastern Hemisphere.

- I can cite factors that cause movement of people, products and ideas. These include environmental, political, social and economic.
What is a refugee? Why are they emigrating?
Ways people move...

**Migrate:**
Human Movement from one place to another in order to establish new homes.
Ways people move....

**Emigrate**: Moving out of an area

Emigrate/Exit
Ways people move...

**Immigrate**: Moving into a country

(ImoduleId/Immigrate/ln)
Reasons for Migration

Political = Government  Economic = Money
Reasons for Migration

Environmental: Earth

Social: People
People are pushed or pulled from their country

**Push Factors**

People being pushed from their country

**Pull Factors**

People being pulled to another country
Push Factors

Political

• Changes in Political leadership
• Civil War
• Limits on Civil Liberties or Civil Rights
Push Factors

Social

• Discrimination
• Forced Religion
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Push Factors
Environmental

- Harsh Climate
- Natural disaster (Hurricane, drought, earthquake, floods etc.).
Push Factors
Economic

• Food Shortage
• Poverty
• Loss of Job
Pull Factors
Political

- A type of government a person wants to be part of.
- More Civil Rights
Pull Factors
Social

• Cultural ties with people in other places
• Family connections in other places
• Religion Freedoms
Pull Factors
Economic

- Available Resources
- Employment opportunities
Pull Factors
Environmental

• Wonderful Climate
What type of factor is this?
What type of factor is this?

Coming to America
What type of factor is this?

Mayflower Voyage